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Foolproof recipes for homemade ice cream from best-selling author and "diva of desserts" Rose
Levy BeranbaumWith Rose's easy-to-follow, meticulously tested, and innovative recipes, perfect
ice creams and other frozen treats are simple to churn up anytime. Here she gives her foolproof
base method, plus all the tips and info you need to know—on machines, ingredients,
techniques, and her own unique approaches and discoveries (for example, an easier method of
mixing custard bases without needing to "temper" them; how to make a substitution for glucose
by microwaving corn syrup; and how adding milk powder can help prevent ice crystals). Flavors
include classics and new twists, including Lemon Ginger, Peanut Butter and Chocolate Fudge,
Back Road Mint Chocolate Chip, Brown Sugar with Black Pepper, Roasted Corn, and Red Wine,
plus mix-ins, toppings, and "ice cream social" desserts like waffle cones, ice cream sandwiches,
brownies, ice cream cake, and more.

About the AuthorROSE LEVY BERANBAUM is the award-winning author of twelve cookbooks,
including The Cake Bible, which was inducted into the International Association of Culinary
Professionals Culinary Classics Awards, and The Baking Bible, IACP Best Baking Book for
2015. She also won a James Beard Foundation Award in 1998 for Rose's Christmas Cookies,
and her 2003 book, The Bread Bible, was an IACP and James Beard Foundation nominee and
was listed as one of the top ten books of the year by Publishers Weekly and Food & Wine. Her
popular blog, realbakingwithrose.com, has created an international community of bakers.--This
text refers to the hardcover edition.
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first cake Rose and I baked together was the Perfect All-American Chocolate Butter Cake. Rose
recommended a whipped chocolate ganache for the frosting. The result was a near-perfect
cake, with a delicate fine crumb and light but luxurious icing.Mind you, this was twenty years
before I actually met Rose, but as anyone who has used her cookbooks knows, to read her
recipes is to have Rose in the kitchen with you, encouraging, teaching, and cheering you on.A
few years ago, my friend Susannah Appelbaum invited me to come to Mohonk Mountain House
in New Paltz, New York, for a cooking and wine event. “You can meet Rose Levy Beranbaum,”
she said blithely, as if the thought of meeting the Notorious RLB didn’t instantly make me break
out into a cold sweat. “I think you two will really get along.”After I watched Rose demonstrate her
technique for making scones, Susannah pulled me up to meet her. Dry-mouthed, I tried to say
something clever but opted for “Delicious!” and then offered up a fawning smile and shook her
hand. Afterward I screwed up the courage to send her an email, and a correspondence and
friendship instantly bloomed. A few emails and a few months later, I felt as if we’d known each
other for years, because that’s the kind of embracing person Rose is.Shortly thereafter, I found
myself in the basement kitchen at Rose’s house in rural western New Jersey. All I could focus on
was the shelf full of sprinkles. Just as a tailor shop has every color of thread, Rose’s kitchen has
every color of sprinkle. I could’ve spent hours looking through drawers and examining her well-
labeled ingredients. My reward for tearing myself away from the kitchen was a slice of sunshine-
yellow lemon curd tart, which managed to be both creamy and pucker-worthy, accompanied by
an espresso to which Rose had added a demitasse spoon’s worth of homemade dulce de
leche.And now, a few years later, she is like family, because that’s how Rose is.Rose never
shows up empty-handed. There was a taco lunch at a restaurant where a slice of milk chocolate
caramel tart magically appeared out of a small bag. I ate it as an appetizer. She showed up to my
house with slices of milk bread she was testing. My kids glormed it up in seconds, but it wasn’t
quite good enough for Rose and she continued to work on the recipe. I may or may not have
secreted away a few slices of chocolate babka—the first and only babka I ever wanted to eat
more of. That was only outdone by a memorable single rugelach that came wrapped not just in
plastic wrap, but also a layer of bubble wrap to keep it pristine on the ninety-minute journey to
my house.It’s not just my family and I who have come to expect delicious surprises. My dog



Bosco barks joyfully when he sees Rose and her collaborator, Woody, coming up the front walk.
He recognizes the interlopers as purveyors of frozen bones that have been carefully saved for
him from steak dinners.I must be clear, however: There are terrible downsides to being Rose’s
friend. Especially during the testing phase of the ice cream book you’re holding in your hands, I
would more often than not find myself meandering my way through a half-wilted mediocre
lunchtime salad when up would pop an email from Rose. It would contain nothing more than a
photo of just-made blackberry ice cream or maybe grapefruit ice cream or a few chirpy thoughts
about how wonderful her lunch of prune-Armagnac ice cream tasted.My patience paid off on a
stinking-hot August day. I drove out to her house to interview her for Edible Jersey magazine and
was greeted with a homemade chocolate ice cream cone filled with a subtle and elegant
hazelnut ice cream. Rose had even tucked one Piedmontese hazelnut at the bottom of the cone
—a clever trick to keep the fast-melting ice cream from leaking out of the cone.Let me reassure
you that even if you never have the chance to meet Rose in person, her personality—her
exuberance and meticulous attention to detail—is infused into the pages and recipes of all her
cookbooks.It shouldn’t surprise anyone that the doyenne of cake baking now has an ice cream
cookbook, for what better friend is there to cake than ice cream? The surprise, however, is that
for a woman who has made her name with cakes and baking, her favorite dessert is actually ice
cream. That love—nay, passion—is evident on every page of this book.Of course this cookbook
features recipes for stellar versions of basic ice cream flavors, such as vanilla and chocolate, but
our Rose doesn’t stop there. Among others, there is all-season apricot ice cream, dark brown
sugar ice cream, and a “Bust my Bourbon Balls” ice cream, which churns her well-known boozy
confections into vanilla ice cream.I have the email correspondence to prove that Rose spent
months trying out new and varied flavors for ice cream. The result is this glorious book, which will
appeal to ice cream purists and adventurers alike.Rose is a generous friend, an enthusiastic
listener, and an engaging storyteller with a warm voice, lilting laugh, and sharp wit. The truth is,
even if Rose never fed me another scoop of hazelnut ice cream, I would still be content to have
the pleasure of being her friend.Now, if anyone’s looking for me, I’ll be the one sitting contentedly
eating raspberry butterscotch sauce by the spoonful, waiting hopefully for an email from
Rose.Marissa Rothkopf BatesJournalist and treasured friendMy Ice CreamIn my over 50 year
career as a writer of baking books, I am known by many for cakes (The Cake Bible), am most
proud of my flaky and tender cream cheese pie crust (The Pie and Pastry Bible), have the most
fun making cookies (Rose’s Christmas Cookies), and most enjoy making bread (The Bread
Bible), but the sweet that I love most to eat is frozen, not baked—ICE CREAM—and that is why I
have written this book.My first memory of ice cream was the half-chocolate-half-vanilla Dixie
cups of my childhood summers in the Catskills. They came with little wooden flat spoons
attached to the lid, and the taste and feel of the wood against the cold creamy ice cream was as
appealing as that of the cork that, in those days, lined the caps of green bottles of Coke. My love
of ice cream could well be genetic. When my parents were in their 80s, my mother would call
and report that “she and daddy had done something very naughty that night,” which turned out to



be that they had consumed an entire pint of ice cream. As a health addict devoted to low-
cholesterol eating, this was a real sin she was confessing!I’ve shared a few of my favorite ice
cream recipes in some of my books before, but over the years I have improved them and
streamlined my method as well. My favorite ice cream had remained my top choice over the
years—caramel—until I created the Pomegranate Pride Ice Cream recipe, which is now a close
tie with the black raspberry ice cream recipe.Why make your own ice cream? For the same
reason as baking or cooking—you can make it tailored to your own taste and texture. And it’s
fun, too.My preference is for ice cream to be super creamy and totally free of iciness, therefore I
make it with the highest level of butterfat desirable, at around 20%, using a high ratio of cream to
milk and more egg yolk than most. I’d rather have a smaller scoop of what I call luxury ice cream
than a larger one that is less rich. (Gelato, by comparison, usually contains about 10% butterfat
and often does not contain egg, but is also denser with less air. Some machines, such as the
Cuisinart, have an additional dasher that incorporates less air for making gelato. The increased
density helps to compensate for the lower fat content, which would make it less creamy—see
Equipment.)The IngredientsEgg yolk, which contains lecithin, is an excellent emulsifier and
thickener, and helps ensure a smooth and slower-melting texture, which in turn assures the best
flavor and the creamiest, least icy texture for most ice creams without having to rely on added
emulsifiers and stabilizers. The benefit of not using stabilizers is that you then do not have to
heat most of the cream. This allows it to keep its flavor, and chills down the base quickly
because it is added cold at the end. When other thickening ingredients, such as peanut butter,
are added, the cream to milk ratio is much lower. For berries or other fruit I use one less egg yolk
to avoid masking the fruit’s flavor, but I do use a stabilizer such as cornstarch or nonfat dry milk
to absorb some of the extra juice that would otherwise make the ice cream icy.Heavy cream
helps hold air, especially in a thinner mixture, and adds a delicious flavor. My preferred base for
basic ice creams such as vanilla, by volume, is 3:1 cream to milk. Some ice creams, however,
have added elements that would make such a high level of cream cloying, such as caramel, for
which I use 2:1 cream to milk, and honey, for which I use only 1:1 cream to milk.All my recipes
were created with 40% butterfat cream (see below for how to determine the cream’s butterfat
content), but if only 36% is available, it works to approximate the fat content by adding some
butter. For every 2 cups/464 grams/473 ml 40% cream, if using 36% add 2 tablespoons/28
grams butter. You can use double the butter if you desire a richer ice cream, as with the fruit curd
ice creams, where there is enough of the acidic fruit juice to balance the extra butterfat.Heavy
cream, also referred to as heavy whipping cream, contains 56.6% water and 36% to 40%
butterfat. “Whipping cream” has only 30% butterfat. To determine the butterfat content, if it is
40% butterfat cream, it will be listed on the side of the container as 6 grams total fat. Organic
Valley and Stonyfield are two such brands. Cream that is 36% will be listed as 5 grams total
fat.My Basic BaseThis formula yields about 1 quart/1 liter, or more if adding a significant quantity
of a flavoring ingredient such as peanut butter or fruit purée.Note: All recipes have the weight in
grams, and the volume in measuring spoons, cups, and milliliters. The milliliters are an exact



conversion from the cups and often are numbers that do not appear on metric measuring cups.
Use the mark closest to it; for example, for 295 ml, use just slightly under 300 ml.Cream: 50%
(464 grams/2 cups/473 ml)Milk: 17.2% (160 grams/ cup/158 ml)Sugar: 14.3% (133 grams/
cup)Egg yolk: 14%; 7 yolks (130 grams/½ cup/118 ml)Glucose or reduced corn syrup: 4.5% (42
grams/2 tablespoons/30 ml)Salt: a pinch (¹⁄₁₆ teaspoon)Vanilla extract, if using: 5 grams/1
teaspoon/5 mlThese percentages will change when adding additional ingredients.Making a
Less Rich Ice CreamIf you prefer to make a less rich ice cream using fewer egg yolks and/or a
higher proportion of milk to cream, the ice cream will be icy unless you use a stabilizer such as a
cornstarch slurry or commercial stabilizer and the more traditional method of making the base,
which involves heating all the dairy, tempering the egg yolks, and cooling the base in an ice
water bath.My MethodThe traditional method of making custard-based ice creams is to heat all
the dairy (cream and milk), and then to whisk a little of it into the beaten egg yolks (to heat them
slightly, called tempering). The egg yolk mixture is then whisked back into the rest of the dairy.
This laborious method is not necessary in most of my recipes. That is because the cream and
milk available to most of us is ultra pasteurized, which means it has been heated to
275°F/135°C. There is therefore no need to reheat it. I mix and heat only the milk and part of the
cream needed for heating the egg yolks to the proper temperature, and I reserve the rest of the
cream to stir in cold. This brings down the temperature of the completed custard base, making it
possible to refrigerate it without having to prepare an ice water bath (although you can chill it in
an ice water bath to cool it more quickly). It also maintains more of the cream’s flavor.The egg
yolks need to be heated to between 170° and 180°F/77° and 82°C to give the best texture to the
frozen ice cream.How Long to Chill the Ice Cream Base Before ChurningI almost always
refrigerate the ice cream base overnight (at least 8 hours) or up to 2 days, but I have found that if
the ice cream is refrigerated long enough to reach 35° to 43°F/2° to 6°C, the churned ice cream
has just as good a texture as when chilled for 8 hours. You can also use an ice water bath to
bring down the temperature more quickly, about 20 to 30 minutes. Simply add some ice cubes to
a large bowl and pour in some water. Set the bowl with the ice cream into the ice water and stir
often until it is chilled. To speed chilling even further, sprinkle the ice with a little salt, which will
lower the temperature of the ice water.Churning (or Spinning) the Ice Cream BaseIce cream
contains a high percentage of water, which becomes ice crystals when frozen. When calculating
all the water contained in the ingredients of my basic vanilla ice cream, for example, it makes up
more than half the weight of the entire mixture. Ice cream is made up of these tiny ice crystals,
which are emulsified with fat and protein from milk and cream, and sugar, resulting in a sweet,
creamy, smooth, and cold sensation on the tongue. Ice cream also contains air that is introduced
during churning. The air increases the ice cream’s volume (the technical term for this air and the
ensuing increase in volume is overrun) and influences the texture: Ice cream with more air will be
less dense, and subsequently perceived as less smooth and creamy. Most of my recipes fall
between 20 and 30% overrun, with my basic vanilla at 27%, but the denser pumpkin has 19%,
and the blackberry is much higher at 38%.My favorite ice cream makers are the Breville Smart



Scoop BC1600XL and the Cuisinart ICE-100. They have their own built in refrigerant
compressors, and produce excellent ice cream. It is important not to exceed the recommended
amount of ice cream base, to have the temperature of the ice cream base no higher than
43°F/6°C, and to prechill the machine for a minimum of 15 minutes before adding the ice cream
base.The Cuisinart ICE-100 recommends a maximum base of 5 cups/1.2 liters and the Breville
Smart Scoop a maximum base of 3½ cups/830 ml. Most of the recipes in this book make about
4 cups/1 liter finished ice cream, some a generous quart/1 liter, and maximum 5 cups/1.2 liters
of ice cream. However, I often prefer churning half my base at a time for the speediest freezing
and smoothest, creamiest texture. A half base at a time will work in either machine.Comparing
the two machines, making a half batch, the Breville takes double the time but is slightly smoother
and creamier. The ice cream is easier to remove because the temperature throughout is more
uniform compared to when made in the Cuisinart’s container, which freezes the ice cream hard
on the bottom and sides. The Breville machine also has a useful read-out to let you know the
progress of the churning and even a sound to let you know when to add mix-ins and when the
ice cream is finished. But if making a full size base, the Cuisinart will produce much creamier ice
cream.Ice cream machines that contain coolant but not a compressor, such as the Donvier or
other Cuisinart models, require chilling for a full 24 hours in a very cold freezer before churning
the ice cream.Storing Ice CreamAfter churning and transferring to a storage container, ice cream
needs to be frozen quickly to a lower temperature. My friend chef Robert Ellinger, who teaches
ice cream making to professionals, explained that in industry they use a blast freezer after
churning the ice cream. This fast freezing ensures the tiny ice crystals are imprisoned within the
rest of the mixture. Slower freezing bursts the ice crystals so they lose their protective coating.
The result is that they escape to form larger ice crystals, and even the small ones can be
perceived as fragments of ice.Since most people (including me) do not have a blast freezer at
home, the biggest challenge is transferring the churned ice cream to a storage container before
it starts to melt. In warmer weather, or if you do not have air conditioning, use a sturdy plastic
scraper to move any ice cream that may have frozen harder against the sides to the center.
Scrape the ice cream from the dasher into the machine’s container, and leave it in the machine
while transferring the ice cream to a well-chilled storage container, or set the ice cream container
in the freezer for about 15 minutes before transferring it. If planning to soften the ice cream in a
microwave when serving, be sure to store it in a microwavable container. (If microwaving, use
only 9-second bursts so as not to melt the ice cream, which would form larger ice crystals on
refreezing.)Freezers vary in temperature, so my recipes indicate to chill the churned ice cream
for at least 4 hours before serving. If you use a shallow container to store the ice cream, and your
freezer is very cold, it will take a lot less time to reach a serving consistency. For soft serve, after
transferring the ice cream to a storage container, I like to freeze it for 1 to 1½ hours, but if you like
it softer you can eat it sooner. For all ice cream, before freezing, set plastic wrap directly on the
surface to prevent the formation of ice crystals and then cover the container.Set ice cream in the
coldest part of your freezer. It also helps to surround it with cold packs (such as one designed for



quick-chilling wine) to counteract the effects of freeze/thaw. If ice cream should become very icy
or melted, it can be refrozen but will be denser than before. Ideally, ice cream without
commercial stabilizers keeps for up to 3 days, after which the texture may become a little icy.
Stabilizers bind the water so that during the thaw cycle, when some of the ice crystals melt, they
will refreeze without becoming larger. If your ice cream becomes icy on longer storage, use it to
make smoothies.Sometimes ice cream that is made in a larger quantity than recommended, or
in an alternative ice cream machine, may have a very slightly icy texture. I find that allowing it to
soften before serving will completely eliminate any iciness.I find the ideal temperature at which
to eat any ice cream is 11° to 12°F/–11°C. To soften ice cream, either transfer it to the
refrigerator for 15 to 30 minutes, depending on the temperature of your refrigerator, or soften it in
the microwave in 9-second bursts.Ice Cream Stabilizers and TexturizersThere are many
ingredients, both commercial and commonly available, to help create and maintain a creamy
texture in ice cream. Other than alcohol, most thicken the ice cream base, which helps trap more
air when churning.Alcohol My scientist husband once suggested that I add flavorless alcohol to
my ice cream base because it would act as antifreeze and, when used judiciously, would keep
the ice cream softer without it becoming too soft. The problem with adding alcohol is that the ice
cream tends to melt faster when removed from the freezer. And too much alcohol would prevent
the ice cream from getting firm enough. So, in recent years, I have turned to glucose, an invert
sugar similar to corn syrup, which thickens rather than thins the ice cream base, to accomplish
softening. Of course, when an ice cream benefits from the flavor of an alcohol or liqueur, such as
Chambord in Pure Peanut Butter Ice Cream, or it is an intrinsic part of the recipe, such as Prunes
and Armagnac Ice Cream or Rum Raisin Ice Cream, it’s a different story. In those cases it makes
the fruit moister without making it icy and is mostly contained in the fruit so it doesn’t over-soften
the ice cream itself. Of course, you can always pour liqueur on top of the ice cream when serving
it.Glucose and Corn Syrup Glucose, an invert sugar (formed through hydrolysis, or breakdown of
sucrose), is an indispensable ingredient for minimizing ice crystals and keeping ice cream
“scoopable,” because it bonds more with water than does granulated sugar (sucrose), so less
water is available to freeze into ice. Corn syrup can be substituted for glucose, but it is best to
thicken it to the moisture level of glucose—easily done. If you just use it straight, it will not be as
effective as glucose.Years ago, when glucose was harder to find, I worked out the following
substitution for liquid glucose for making rolled fondant in The Cake Bible. Glucose is now widely
available in candy making and cake baking supply stores and online. But if you don’t have any
on hand, it is handy to have this technique:To replace glucose with corn syrup, in a glass
measure with a spout in a microwave, or in a small, preferably nonstick pan on the cooktop over
medium-low heat, bring 80 grams/¼ cup/59 ml of light corn syrup to a full boil. Remove it from
the heat source and stir in an equal weight or volume of corn syrup. This will result in the same
consistency of glucose. Corn syrup weighs only 1 gram less per tablespoon than glucose, so it
can be used in equal weight or measure but will not be quite as effective in preventing iciness.I
usually use 4.5% glucose in my recipes, or 5% if an ice cream freezes very hard; no more than



5% should be used.Milk Powder Milk powder is an excellent emulsifier. It bonds with both the
liquid and the fat in the base, preventing ice crystals from forming when the ice cream is in the
freezer. I use it in recipes that contain a high water content, to keep the ice cream from becoming
icy. My formula is 2% of the weight of the base to simmer with 1 cup/237 ml of the
dairy.Cornstarch has the potential to transform ice cream from icy to smooth by bonding with
some of the water in the ice cream base. It is a little more work as it requires two extra
processes: cooking the dairy-cornstarch mixture, and making an ice water bath to cool down the
ice cream base. I adapted this method from Dana Cree’s award-winning book Hello, My Name Is
Ice Cream.Note: cornstarch does not do as good a job as a commercial stabilizer for longer
storage of the frozen ice cream.Commercial Stabilizers Many professionals choose Cremodan
30 as their ice cream stabilizer, and I’m pleased to report it is now carried in small home-user
size quantities at Kalustyan’s, in New York City, and online. Commercial stabilizers are a blend of
emulsifiers and stabilizers (mono- and diglycerides, sodium alginate, locust bean gum,
carrageenan, guar gum, and sodium dioxide, added to prevent caking). This product will keep
the ice cream smooth and creamy on freezing for longer than 3 days. It is easy to use because it
just gets mixed into the sugar when making the base, but the cooked base mixture must reach
180°F/82°C, and the chilled base must be held for a minimum of 8 hours in the refrigerator
before churning. The commercial recommended recipe amount is 3 grams/1 teaspoon per 1
quart/1 liter (0.3% of the base), but I prefer 2.5 grams/¾ teaspoon plus + teaspoon per 1 quart/1
liter (0.25% of the base). It still serves to prevent iciness, but has less of that slightly gummy and
spongy consistency that I find undesirable.The Basic Techniques of Making Ice CreamThe
following methods are those that I like to use for my custard-based ice creams and that you will
see in the recipes that follow. The specific instructions are given within each recipe, but this is a
brief description of each method so you can see at a glance what is involved.All methods for
making custard-based ice cream require that the egg yolks be heated to between 170° and
180°F/77° and 82°C to give the best texture to the frozen ice cream. (This will also deactivate an
enzyme in egg yolks called amylase, which would thin out the base during chilling prior to the
freezing process.) If using commercial stabilizers such as Cremodan 30, the temperature must
reach 180°F/82°C.The Simple MethodThis method is used for ice creams that don’t tend to get
icy, such as my basic Vanilla Ice Cream. It does not use any stabilizers, so it is straightforward
and fast, and does not require an ice water bath to cool down the ice cream base before chilling
it.1) Combine the egg yolks, milk, part of the cream, the sugar, glucose, and salt.2) Heat the
mixture to 170° to 180°F/77° to 82°C.3) Strain the mixture.4) Stir in the remaining cream to cool
down the custard.5) Stir in the vanilla, if using, and any remaining ingredients that don’t
get heated.6) Chill until no warmer than 43°F/6°C before churning.Combine the egg yolks, milk,
part of the cream, the sugar, glucose, and salt.Heat the mixture to 170° to 180°F/77° to
82°C.Strain the mixture.Scrape the mixture from the bottom of the strainer.Stir in the remaining
cold cream to cool down the mixture.Stir in any remaining ingredients and chill.Stabilizer
TechniquesAll three of the following techniques will require making an ice water bath to cool



down the finished base before chilling it. Use a bowl that is larger than the bowl containing the
finished ice cream base. Fill it with several handfuls of ice and add cold water. Set the bowl with
the ice cream base into the ice water.Cornstarch Slurry MethodI use a small amount of
cornstarch, mixed with a little of the milk, to make a slurry to thicken excess juices from fruit such
as mango and banana, and also for berries. The slurry is added to the hot cream-milk
mixture.About ½ cup/118 ml of this hot mixture is whisked into the lightly beaten egg yolks to
temper them. Then the egg yolk mixture is whisked into the rest of the hot mixture and brought to
the usual temperature of 170° to 180°F/77° to 82°C, strained into a bowl, and cooled in an ice
water bath before combining it with other ingredients such as a chilled purée or vanilla extract
(ingredients that would dissipate if added to a hot mixture).1) Make a slurry with the cornstarch
and enough of the milk or cream to make it liquid. (An optional pinch of sugar will help keep the
cornstarch from clumping.)2) Bring all the cream, milk, sugar, glucose, and salt to a boil and
simmer it for 2 to 3 minutes.3) Cool for a few minutes to about 180°F/82°C so that the cornstarch
does not clump when added.4) Stir the slurry (cornstarch mixture) and whisk it into the hot
mixture.5) Bring the mixture back to a boil and simmer for 1 minute to activate the cornstarch.6)
Whisk about ½ cup/118 ml of this hot mixture into the lightly beaten egg yolks to temper them.
Then use a whisk to stir the egg yolk mixture into the rest of the hot mixture.7) Heat the mixture
to 170° to 180°F/77° to 82°C.8) Strain the mixture.9) Cool the mixture in an ice water bath until
no longer warm.10) Stir in any remaining ingredients that don’t get heated.11) Chill until no
warmer than 43°F/6°C before churning.Make a cornstarch slurry with the milk or cream.Add the
slurry to the boiled dairy mixture.Temper the yolks with a little of the hot mixture before adding
them to the rest.Heat the mixture to 170° to 180°F/77° to 82°C.Strain the mixture.Add the
remaining ingredients and chill in an ice water bath.Nonfat Dry Milk MethodThe addition of dry
milk is ideal for ice creams with high water content where the liquid can’t be reduced and
concentrated, such as red wine (which would lose flavor), or ice creams that just require a little
stabilizer, such as coconut.1) Stir together the dry milk, milk, half of the cream, the sugar,
glucose, and salt and simmer it for 2 minutes.2) Let the mixture cool slightly.3) Whisk the milk
mixture into the egg yolks.4) Heat the mixture to 170° to 180°F/77° to 82°C.5) Strain the
mixture.6) Stir in the remaining cream to help cool down the custard.7) Cool the mixture in an ice
water bath, if indicated, until no longer warm.8) Stir in any remaining ingredients that don’t get
heated.9) Chill until no warmer than 43°F/6°C before churning.Cremodan 30 (Commercial
Stabilizer) MethodThis type of stabilizer is especially useful to minimize the formation of ice
crystals for ice cream that needs to be stored for longer than 3 days.1) Whisk together the
Cremodan and sugar.2) Add all the remaining ingredients except for those that don’t get
heated.3) Heat the mixture to 180°F/82°C.4) Strain the mixture.5) Cool the mixture in an ice
water bath until no longer warm.6) Stir in any remaining ingredients that don’t get heated.7) Chill
for a minimum of 8 hours before churning.Equipment and IngredientsPlease note that I am only
listing brands and sources that have had a presence for many years. Of course, you can also
search online for any particular equipment or ingredient.EquipmentIce Cream MachinesI loved



my commercial brand Ugolini Minigel ice cream maker, which served me well for years, but
found the fixed container a disadvantage when it came to washing or transferring the ice cream
for storage, so I donated it to the very appreciative New York University food department (my
alma mater). My Breville Smart Scoop and Cuisinart ICE-100, which also have their own built in
refrigerating compressors, and have removable bowls, make just as good ice cream. They also
come with either a second dasher or a setting designed to incorporate less air for making denser
gelato-style ice cream. What I do miss is the windshield wiper attachment for the blades on the
Minigel, which keeps the ice cream from freezing hard against the sides. For a comparison of the
Breville and Cuisinart machines, see My Ice Cream.Ice cream makers with containers that have
refrigerant but no compressor require 24 hours in the freezer to be cold enough to churn the ice
cream completely. I have a large collection of Donvier hand-operated machines, from 1 quart/1
liter to 1 cup/237 ml for a single serving.Pacojet I would be remiss not to mention the king of ice
cream makers even though most of us, including me, would find it hard to justify spending
several thousand dollars on this machine—even if you make at least one ice cream every day!
The beauty of this ice cream maker is that its supersharp blades will turn any frozen mixture into
a smooth, creamy consistency without the need for stabilizers.ThermometersThe Thermapen
instant-read thermometer is the most accurate and speedy of any I know. If using commercial
stabilizers, where the temperature of the base is required to reach 180°F/82°C, a superaccurate
thermometer is an imperative. Alternatively, it is possible to judge the temperature of an ice
cream base that doesn’t use commercial stabilizers by assessing the thickness and consistency.
But, of course, it is much more reliable to use a thermometer.ScalesUsing weight rather than
volume for measuring ingredients makes the entire process faster, easier, and more accurate. I
recommend the Escali Alimento digital scale. If you prefer to weigh very small amounts, it is
necessary to have a scale that is accurate to at least 1 decimal place, such as the My Weigh
i201, accurate to 0.01 gram up to 200 grams, or the Escali L600 High Precision, accurate to 0.1
gram up to 600 grams.Plastic Squeeze BottlesThese are great for storing glucose and also for
adding ribbons of mix-ins or drizzling toppings onto the finished ice cream. I store glucose in the
refrigerator and either remove it several hours ahead or warm it in the microwave for about 9
seconds or in a pan of hot water. Glucose can ferment if contaminated, so when transferring it to
a squeeze bottle, be sure to use a clean funnel.Plastic WrapI recommend Stretch-Tite brand
because it clings so tightly to the bowl or whatever else needs to be wrapped. Plastic wraps are
not 100% impermeable, so for freezing baked goods and ice cream, it is best to use a couple of
layers. Freeze-Tite, however, is designed for freezing and is double the thickness, and also wider
(15 inches).Reduction SpatulaMany of my berry and fruit recipes call for reducing the fruits’
juices to concentrate and prevent iciness. I designed a small silicone spatula, called Rose’s
Reduction Spatula, with markings from 6 inches down to ½ inch to make it easier to determine
when the liquid has reached the desired level. The spatula can be used to stir the pot either on
the cooktop or in the microwave. I leave it in the microwavable container in the microwave while
reducing the liquid, which prevents air bubbles from forming and bursting out of the container



without needing to stir or swirl the liquid.IngredientsThe basic ingredients I use for ice cream are
egg yolks, sugar, glucose, cream, and milk. Recommendations and references to types or
specific brands of ingredients are given throughout the book, but here is a more detailed
description and also several current sources that may be helpful.ChocolateWhen 60% to 62%
cacao chocolate is specified, two of my favorites are Valrhona 61% Extra Bitter and Guittard
61%. Dark chocolate will keep for many months if well wrapped in plastic wrap and placed in an
airtight container at cool room temperature, and away from humidity.Citrus FruitThe aromatic oils
reside in the colored portion of the citrus fruit. If you are using citrus zest, use liquid dish
detergent and a scrubby to remove any sprays from the fruit, which will be bitter, then rinse well
and dry before zesting. When zesting, avoid removing the bitter white pith. A Microplane is the
ideal tool to produce finely grated zest.AVERAGE AMOUNT OF ZEST AND JUICEZestJuice1
lemon1¼ to 2 teaspoons47 to 63 grams/3 tablespoons to ¼ cup/45 to 59 ml1 orange2 to 3
tablespoons60 to 121 grams/¼ to ½ cup/59 to 118 ml1 grapefruitabout 2 tablespoonsabout 200
grams/¾ cup/188 ml*1 tablespoon of citrus zest, loosely packed, weighs 6 gramsDairyHeavy
Cream Heavy cream, also referred to as heavy whipping cream, contains 56.6% water and 36%
to 40% butterfat. “Whipping cream” has only 30% butterfat. To determine the butterfat content, if
it is 40% butterfat cream, it will be listed on the side of the container as 6 grams total fat. Organic
Valley and Stonyfield are two brands containing 40% butterfat. Cream that is 36% will list 5
grams total fat.Milk Wherever milk is called for in a recipe, use whole milk.Egg YolksThe ratio of
yolk to white in an egg can vary to such a degree that a recipe calling for 6 yolks may actually
need as many as 9. Since the creamy texture of ice cream is so dependent on egg yolks, the
ingredient charts list a range for the number of yolks needed to obtain the correct weight or
volume.Unbroken yolks, sprayed with nonstick cooking spray to prevent drying, will keep in an
airtight container in the refrigerator for up to 3 days.Egg whites will keep frozen for several
months. They are great for making Lemon Ginger Ice Cream and Fluffy Nougat Ice Cream, and
the Angel Food Tunnel Cake.Essences and OilsMandy Aftel, of Aftelier Perfumes, carries the
most exquisite essences, such as peach, pear, and strawberry. Just a few drops make a
dramatic enhancement of natural flavor. They keep indefinitely at room temperature.
Source:Boyajian citrus oils, such as lemon and orange, are extracted from the rind of the fresh
fruit. They have a pure but intense flavor and are a world apart from citrus extracts. Citrus oils
require refrigeration. Source:Edible dried lavender (do not use non–food grade lavender, which
has been sprayed by pesticides) is carried by Kalustyan’s and Orchard View Lavender Farm.
Sources: andFruit Concentrates and Mango PulpPassion fruit, blood orange, and raspberry
concentrates from the Perfect Purée of Napa Valley are available through mail order and are
carried by Kalustyan’s. Ratna is my favorite brand of Alphonso mango pulp and is also carried by
Kalustyan’s. Sources: andFood ColorOnly four ice creams in this book suggest a few optional
drops of food color: Back Road Wild Mint Chip, Royal Velvet Lavender, Pomegranate Pride, and
Grapefruit. If you prefer a “natural” liquid food color, search out the 365 brand at Whole Foods or
India Tree Nature’s Colors. Source:NutsAlways taste nuts before adding them to a recipe



because the oils they contain can become rancid. Store nuts in an airtight container in a cool
place or in the freezer. Frozen, they will keep for over a year.Hazelnuts (filberts) The most
flavorful hazelnuts are from the Piedmont region of Italy. Source:Nut PastesPistachio Paste My
favorite pistachio paste, Agrimontana, is made from 100% Sicilian pistachios, and usually
available at Buon’Italia and Mercato. Sources: andPraline Paste Agrimontana also makes a
100% hazelnut praline paste which is 60% hazelnuts and 40% caramelized sugar, and is
sometimes available at Buon’Italia. For more about praline paste, see Scoops. Sources:
andSaltFine sea salt contains no additives and is easiest to measure accurately and
consistently.StabilizerThe commercial stabilizer Cremodan 30 is available in 1 pound/454 gram
cans from Pastry Chef Central and also in very small packages referred to as Ice Cream
Stabilizer from Kalustyan’s. See method for more information on how to use it. Sources:
andSugarFor ice creams calling for sugar, either superfine or fine granulated works well. The
advantage of superfine is that it dissolves more quickly in the ice cream base.For brown sugar,
light or dark Muscovado sugar from India Tree has the most complex and delicious flavor. Light
Muscovado is closest in molasses content to a combination of light and dark brown sugar, but
it’s fine to use dark brown sugar alone. Source:Glucose I use this invert sugar in almost all of my
ice cream recipes. It is invaluable to make softer, creamier ice cream. I’ve created a method of
heating light corn syrup to approximate the moisture content of glucose, but if you make a lot of
ice cream, it’s simpler and faster to purchase glucose. Always use a clean, dry spoon to portion
it; a wet or dirty spoon can contaminate the glucose and cause it to spoil. If stored refrigerated
and kept uncontaminated, it will keep for years. Glucose is available at candy and cake
decorating supply stores such as NY Cake. Source:VanillaVanilla Extract My favorite brands of
pure vanilla extract are Heilala, Nielsen-Massey, and the Vanilla Company.Vanilla Paste This
excellent product contains the seeds of the vanilla bean combined with vanilla extract, natural
gum thickeners, and sometimes a small amount of sugar (varying by manufacturer). Heilala
suggests using it to replace one-third of the volume of their vanilla extract. Nielsen-Massey
recommends using it to replace an equal volume of their vanilla extract. Patricia Rain, of the
Vanilla Company, uses the entire bean (the pod as well as the pulp and seeds) to produce her
vanilla bean paste, and suggests using only one-quarter of the volume of her extract. It is best to
check the label for suggested amounts. And since vanilla is best added after chilling the base, I
recommend adding it to taste. Sources: , , andIngredients Specific to Recipes in the Ice Cream
Socials ChapterButterChoose unsalted grade A or AA butter for the freshest flavor and texture.
Lower quality butters will contain more water and less butterfat. My preference is Organic
Valley’s cultured butter.CocoaUnsweetened cocoa powder is pulverized pure chocolate liquor
with three-quarters of its cocoa butter removed. I prefer the flavor of Dutch processed, aka
alkalized, cocoa. This refers to the process by which the cocoa powder has been treated with a
mild alkali to mellow its flavor by neutralizing its acidity, which also makes it easier to
dissolve.EggsAll my recipes use USDA grade A large eggs, which means that twelve eggs in the
shell should weigh a minimum of 680 grams/24 ounces and a maximum of 850 grams/30



ounces. This does not mean, however, that each egg is the same size. The weights given for
eggs on the recipe charts are without the shells.Eggs, still in the shell, can be brought to room
temperature by setting them in a bowl of hot tap water for 5 minutes.FlourMy recommended all-
purpose flour is General Mills bleached. (It is important to use a national brand, as protein
content varies widely with regional ones.) When I specify cake flour, you will get vastly superior
results using bleached cake flour.SugarSuperfine is specified in recipes where it is needed,
such as for cookies (for a smoother texture) or meringue (because it dissolves more effectively
in the egg white). Fine granulated sugar is coarser, but can be processed in a food processor to
simulate superfine. The two most common brands of superfine sugar available are C&H and
Domino. C&H is slightly finer. India Tree, labeled as caster sugar, is the finest of all.
Source:Flavorful Ice CreamsThis chapter includes most of the basic, best-loved ice creams,
such as vanilla, caramel, dulce de leche, and mint chip. You may also be tempted by some
unusual flavors, such as honey, brown sugar, red wine, and stretchy Turkish ice creams.Vanilla
Ice CreamCinnamon Ice CreamFire-and-Ice Ice CreamCandy Cane Peppermint Ice CreamBust
My Bourbon Balls Ice CreamCherry Vanilla Ice CreamGrape-Nuts Ice CreamSour Cream Ice
CreamCordon Rose Cheesecake Ice CreamCaramel Ice CreamSalted Caramel Ice
CreamDulce de Leche Ice CreamHoney Ice CreamDark Brown Sugar Ice Cream with Black
PepperSage Ice CreamEggnog Ice CreamEspresso Ice CreamBack Road Wild Mint Chip Ice
CreamGreen Tea Ice CreamRoyal Velvet Lavender Ice CreamRed Wine Ice CreamOlive Oil Ice
CreamTurkish Stretchy Ice CreamSuvir Saran’s Cardamom “Rice Cream” with Saffron
SauceVanilla Ice CreamVanilla Ice CreamMakes: About 1 quart/1 literAmerica’s favorite flavor,
and when using vanilla beans and this recipe, one of my top favorites as well! The larger
proportion than usual of cream to milk, the high amount of egg yolk, and the choice of my
favorite vanilla beans make this my ultimate expression of vanilla ice cream.Ice Cream
Basesugar125 grams½ cup plus 2 tablespoons1 Tahitian vanilla bean (or 2 Madagascar vanilla
beans), cut lengthwise (see Scoops).OR 2 teaspoons (10 ml) pure vanilla extractheavy cream or
crème fraîche464 grams2 cups (473 ml), divided7 (to 11) large egg yolks130 grams½ cup (118
ml)milk160 grams cup (158 ml)glucose or reduced corn syrup63 grams3 tablespoons (45
ml)fine sea salt.a pinchpure vanilla extract.1 teaspoon (5 ml)* Have ready a fine-mesh strainer
suspended over a medium bowl.1) In a medium saucepan, place the sugar and vanilla bean.
Use your fingers to rub the seeds from the center of the vanilla bean into the sugar. Remove the
pod and set it in a 2 cup/473 ml glass measure with a spout. Add 348 grams/1½ cups/355 ml of
the cream. Cover and refrigerate.2) Add the egg yolks, milk, and the remaining cream (116
grams/½ cup/118 ml) to the sugar mixture and, with a silicone spatula, stir them together. Stir in
the glucose and salt until well blended.3) Heat the mixture on medium-low, stirring constantly,
until slightly thicker than heavy cream. When a finger is run across the back of the spatula, it will
leave a well-defined track. An instant-read thermometer should read 170° to 180°F/77° to
82°C.4) Immediately pour the mixture into the strainer, scraping up the thickened mixture that
has settled on the bottom of the pan. Press it through the strainer and scrape any mixture



clinging to the underside into the bowl.
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G Clifford, “Wanted to love it!. I just bought a new Cuisinart ICE 100 and I have been buying
books and trying recipes for ice cream and gelato. When I saw that Rose's Ice Cream Bliss was
coming out, I ordered a copy. I wanted to love her book, because I have a couple of her
cookbooks that I do love. I can't give her book a five star because I do not believe it deserves 5
stars. First I read the book before I attempted to try any of her recipes. Next I ordered her
silicone spatula, glucose, and even Cremodan 30 (which cost 40 dollars) so I would be ready to
make the ice cream. Let me tell you what happened in the first few tries. True Coconut Ice
Cream was not sweet at all, had a great taste, but not sweet. Maybe it was because I should
have bought sweetened cream of coconut, but I think if that was the case, then it should have
said, "sweetened". The Sublime Banana Ice Cream was delicious, but it took several days for 3
1/2 cups. It was the best and I am making it again today, but I will be making 2 batches. That
recipe was worth the cost of the book. I made raspberry, Thorn Berry Ice Cream, this time I used
the Cremodan 30 in the base, only 2.5 grams, but it changed the texture of the ice cream, and I
did cook the base to over 180. This was to prevent iciness and to hold it longer than 3 days. I
have not had any iciness, even with the recipes from other books. With only 3 1/2 cups it is not
going to last 3 days in the freezer. I don't think she should have even mentioned the commercial
stabilizer, I am disappointed that only one of my 3 tries came out perfect. It is a beautiful book
and I would buy it again for the banana recipe, but know there are cookbooks that also have
excellent recipes that don't take 3 days to make.”

peg2, “"Bliss" doesn't begin to describe it. I've been making ice cream for years. I recently
thought maybe I should up my game, and bought a couple new books. Some of my finest
creations (cakes, pies, breads, you name it) have come from Rose Levy Berenbaum recipes, so
I thought this book would be worth buying.Are Rose's recipes fussy? Yes. Are they worth the
effort? Yes. Oh, yes. In roughly 30 years of using her recipes (I believe I have every one of her
books, and they have been well-used), I have yet to have one fail. So... fussy or not, I prepared to
give her ice cream a shot.I thought reducing corn syrup to make a glucose substitute was a little
too fussy for me, so I did buy glucose. I didn't buy any specialty stabilizers. One other thing I
bought, since I was getting tired of having to find a use for zillions of leftover egg whites, was
pasteurized egg yolk powder from Modernist Pantry (available on Amazon). I used that and
reconstituted it according to the package directions, then used it as I would use regular egg
yolks.I've got to tell you, the vanilla ice cream recipe makes the smoothest vanilla ice cream I've
ever tasted. (One more note - I did not use vanilla beans. They're just too expensive these days. I
used a good vanilla extract, and I'm happy with that.) I plan to serve it with pumpkin pie at
Thanksgiving; I don't expect there will be any leftovers there.Rose's instructions, as always, are
unbeatable, so don't be put off by the length. She gives you every detail; if you follow her
instructions, you will succeed.”



Mitch, “If you love ice cream, this book will be your bliss!. As I'm reading the forward, I'm thinking
"Yes, this sounds like Rose. Yes. Yes. This sounds like Rose." As I get to the end of the forward, I
have to remind myself we've never met. From the picture of the photography team to the My Ice
Cream section (That's as far as I've read.), Rose's kindness and generosity of spirit shine
through.Rose's knowledge and thoroughness is a trademark of her cookbooks. This one is no
different. Reading the My Ice Cream section I've learned more about ice cream than I've ever
known - and I inherited ice cream making should from my parents and grandparents. I've been
looking forward to this book since she first mentioned she was writing it. I knew it would be worth
waiting for. And most definitely, it was.I can't wait to try some of the recipes!!! In the meantime,
it's reading, learning, and mouth-watering anticipation bliss!!I would recommend any cookbook
by Rose Levy Berenbaum, but as an ice cream lover, this book is my immediate favorite.”

Annie MacDonald, “The Best Ice Cream. I was pretty sure I would like this book as I've been
making the ice cream recipes from Rose's 'Pie and Pastry Bible' for years, and the ice creams
are fabulous. However, Rose has raised the standard even further with this book and added
many new and novel flavours.In the UK our double cream contains 48% butter fat (as opposed
to 38% in the US) so by making the recipes in this country you are in for an even more
delectable ice cream. I think it's imperative to use the glucose, which is easily available on-line,
as the ice cream is then scoopable straight from the freezer. It's also wise to invest in a good ice
cream machine and get the best vanilla pods one can afford. I went all out and bought some
Tahitian ones even though I already had the Madagascan variety. Another indispensable item is
an instant-read thermometer.Now that all cream is pasteurized, Rose has adapted her method
so that it's no longer necessary to temper the egg yolks with hot cream. For the vanilla ice
cream, the whole process from mise en place to putting the bowl of custard in the fridge takes
no longer than 40 minutes. The churning takes place the following day. I have made the vanilla
(4 times), prune and Armagnac, dulce de leche, chocolate, mango, and rhubarb in the last 2-3
weeks and every one is totally different and delicious. I think the rhubarb is my personal
favourite so far - I got the rhubarb from my neighbour's garden. I also bought some tins of
Alphonso mango pulp (again easily available on-line) and the mango ice cream is a close
second. I love the chocolate but will try with slightly stronger chocolate next time as I think it
lacked a bit of oomph. The vanilla is second to none and can be dressed up or dressed down.
The very first day I made it I made a banana split using the Chocolate Fudge Sauce from the 'Pie
and Pastry Bible' - wow, what a treat. I tried the fudge sauce recipe in this book too (supplied by
a friend of Rose's) but it was too sweet - I think Rose should just stick to her own recipes as they
are the best.I'm now going to get rid of all my other ice cream recipe books as this definitely is
'the one'! Another winner from Rose.Oh, and I forgot to say, the dulce de leche is so moreish I
had to give it away to the neighbours after eating a scoop as I knew my health would be
affected.  Wonderful!”



David, “An AMAZING book for ice cream lovers!!!. Rose Levy Beranbaum has always been my
my mentor when it comes to the art of baking. Her latest book "Rose's Ice Cream Bliss" is no
exception.  She's the reason for my ever growing passion for desserts.”

The book by Rose Levy Beranbaum has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 202 people have provided
feedback.
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